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Outline
“Geo Space Adventure” by Hida city
“The Frontier of Physical Science”

by Department of Physics, Tohoku U.
Open Campus

by Faculty of Science, Tohoku U.
Although I concentrated on Japanese 
activities, also US and European 
collaborators are keen to outreach 
activities
Future plan: movies at websites



“Geo Space Adventure” (GSA)
Mine tour 
About 4-hr tour

mine train
drilling machines
SuperKamiokande
KamLAND
….

Organizer: volunteers 
from Hida city, fully 
supported by the 
Kamioka mine company



“Geo Space Adventure” (GSA)
Once a year since 
1994 (15 times so far)
2 days in summer 
(July 18, 19 for 2008)
About 1000 tourists 
can participate 
(application: ~3 times)
25 thousands of 
tourists from all over 
Japan have visited the 
mine so far.



“Geo Space Adventure” (GSA)

Super-K: what GSA most features
KamLAND: lectures and discussions are highly 
appreciated

Events

SuperKamiokande (cannot go into the tank)
KamLAND (lectures)



GSA-2008
Tour busses



GSA-2008
A graduate student (assigned lecturer that year)
is practicing for his lecture



GSA-2008
real



GSA-2005KamLAND
(outer detector)
overthere

Mock-up of
PMT-installed
Inner surface



GSA: Q&A after the lecture
A memorable Q and A (in my impression)

Why all the signs and explanation in the area 
are written in English?
Because it’s international collaboration.
Then, to do physics research, one has to 
speak English?
Yes, (to some extent).

Of course, there have been a lot of Q&A 
concerning physics, but some simple 
question like above should have arose only 
when they visited the site



“The Frontier of Physical Science”

Official seminar of 
Department of physics, 
Tohoku U. for 
undergraduate 
students, high school 
students, and citizens. 
Held 6 times a year 
treating the “frontier 
topics” both by Tohoku 
and outside 
researchers



“The Frontier of Physical Science”

Official seminar of 
Department of physics, 
Tohoku U. for 
undergraduate 
students, high school 
students, and citizens. 
Held 6 times a year 
treating the “frontier 
topics” both by Tohoku 
and outside 
researchers

Frontier
Physical
science

Makoto
Kobayashi

Particle and antiparticle
- 50 years of symmetry breaking

Welcome! (public, free)



Discussion and chat are main events

What is superstring theory
-toward  unification of quantum
theory and general relativity-
Tamiaki Yoneya

PM 4:30-5:00 tea time
(of course with the 
lecturer)
5:00-6:00 lecture
6:00-6:30 Q&A with 
the highest priority to 
younger people
6:30- private Q&A 
sometimes



Is neutrino useful?

Is neutrino useful?
Kunio Inoue (Tohoku U.)

Shocking title 
because Dr. Koshiba
already concluded 
that neutrino is 
useless
But, what is “useful”?
useful for convenient 
every-day life? …
should not only that, 
…



Q&A after the lecture
A memorable Q and A (in my impression)

If neutrinos are not massless, is there any massless
particle else?
No, for “Fermions”, which are usually considered as 
“matter particle”. Photons and gluons are believed 
massless (no finite mass detected so far) although 
they are “gauge bosons” which are considered “force”.

For non-experts of physics, to have mass is 
rather natural, so meaning of finite neutrino 
mass is one of the most difficult idea to share 
(even within physicists!)… simple questions also 
help physicists! (for “profound” consideration…)



Open Campus

Held once a year, organized by Faculty of 
Science, Tohoku U. for high school students



Open Campus

Held once a year, organized by Faculty of 
Science, Tohoku U. for high school students

Free shuttle
bound for
Tohoku U.



Open Campus

Tour to RCNS includes mini lecture and 
demonstration of particle detection by a 
spark chamber



Also for every-day visitor
Exhibition and the 
spark chamber are 
permanent at 
Research Center 
for Neutrino 
Science (RCNS) , 
for every-day 
visitors (under 
graduate students 
etc)

J. Shirai
(Tohoku U.)



Although I concentrated on Japanese 
activities, also US and European 
collaborators are keen to outreach 
activities
For example,

Emphasized that the laboratory is big 
(Japan) but not an astrophysical object 
like solar and atmospheric neutrinos

As collaborator Robert McKeown of Cal Tech 
explains: "This is really a clear demonstration 
of neutrino oscillation. Granted, the laboratory 
is pretty big ‐‐ it's Japan ‐‐ but at least the 
experiment doesn't require the observer to 
puzzle over the composition of astrophysical
sources.

“Disappearing neutrinos at KamLAND
support the case for neutrino mass”

By Lynn Yarris, Dawn Levy

http://kamland.stanford.edu/



For more outreach

To share physics and science (the most 
essential)
To share “spirits” or efforts (or struggles) 
of physicists

One of near future plans: movie of KamLAND
construction at web site
(K. Tamae, Tohoku U.)



To share struggles of physicists
Physics is step by step
Even one experiment is step by step



To share struggles of physicists
Physics is step by step
Even one experiment is step by step

Rome was not built in a day



Thank you very much
for your attention
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